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Before ”The First Three Minutes”

• Steven Weinberg
• Electromagnetic radiation - radio, light, X-rays, and 

gamma-rays
•Observations using a telescope
•Measuring velocity - redshift
•Distances in the Universe



Steven Weinberg





Steven Weinberg (cont.)
• First edition of “The First Three 

Minutes”, 1977
• Shares Nobel Prize with

Glashow (Harvard) and Salam
(1979)

• University of Texas, 1982



Electromagnetic Radiation

• Longer frequency, 
shorter wavelength

• Frequency 
proportional to energy



Light (cont.)
Can treat light as waves 
of electric and 
magnetic fields



Light particles
Can add up (“superpose”) 
light waves to make short 
pulses that act as particles 
called “Photons (g)”

Name Characteristic How measured

Radio, 
microwave

As low at 1 mm, 
300 GHz

Wavelength or 
frequency (Hz)

Light 400 – 800 nm Wavelength

X-rays 100 eV to 50 keV energy

Gamma rays 50 keV  and up Energy



Telescopes
A telescope collects radiation from the sky and maps the 
angular direction of the incoming radiation onto a focal 
plane (film, CCD) for storage and later study.

The radiation may be electromagnetic (light, X-rays,γ-rays, 
microwaves), neutrinos, or gravitational waves. We will 
mainly talk about electromagnetic radiation



Telescopes (cont.)
Light travels at 300,000 km/s or 1 ft/ns.  A telescope 
collects an image of an object {\em as it was at the 
time it emitted the light the telescope collects} --
telescope inherently looks back in time. 

In Meeting 3, we will learn that the age of the universe 
if 13.7 billion years.  Astronomers routinely observe 
objects that are 6 billion light years from Earth, so they 
are looking at objects that are 6 billion years old.



Telescopes (cont.)
Telescopes to a good job measuring the 2D position on 
the sky.

Telescope do not directly measure the distance to an
object.

Distance determination is a great challenge to 
astronomers. 



Redshift
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• A version of 
Doppler shift 
(sound)

• Compresses wave
in front

• Stretches wave 
behind



Distances in Astronomy
• 1 AU=92 million miles

=150 million km
• 1 light-year=1 ly

=9 trillion km
1 parsec=1 pc=3.3 ly

Nearest star is 4 ly
Diameter of Milky Way is about
100 kly
Nearest galaxy is 2.5 Mly
Edge of universe is 13.7 Gly


